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Introduction
The following investigation gives a geometrical interpretation of classical matrix theory by a systematic recourse to higher dimensions. It is shown that all the chief features of a single matrix of order kx roots, the exponents of the elementary divisors and the two kinds of minimal indices in the case of a singular pencil-can be explained very naturally by a figure in 1] space. This figure consists of four linear spaces B, Cand Each of Cis a 1] having no point in common with another, while is an unrestricted space of the same or of lower dimensions.
It is well known that three such spaces A,B, C which have no met by oo*-1 straight lines, each line passing through one point b, c in each space. These lines in their aggregate form a scroll (to use Room's word for such a locus). It is a locus 2% of k dimensions and of order k,a T£ let us sa arbitrary space [ k '-1 ] , where k '< but it gives a precise analogy to the behaviour of a matrix or matrix pencil. In par ticular, latent roots of the characteristic equation of a matrix are connected with the cross-ratios of four collinear points on A, B and the fact tha which fail to meet the scroll 2 f tcorresponds to the existence of certain singul pencils.
The elementary divisors were first established by Sylvester (1850-54) , and their properties were first fully demonstrated by Weierstrass (1868) . The theory of the sin gular pencil, with its minimal indices of two kinds is due to Kronecker (1874) • Begre gave various geometrical accounts of the theory of Weierstrass (Segre 1884c/, 1887 and further references) and of Kronecker (Segre 1884 but in the latter case confined his treatment to that of pencils of general cones whose matrices are necessarily sym metrical and therefore yield identical pairs of minimal indices. I am not aware that the more general and unsymmetrical case has ever before been discussed geometrically in its entirety. 
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The geometrical treatment that follows is closely akin to that of Predella (1889-92) , who brought out the importance of a set of spaces conjugate to those which characterize the elementary divisors. An account of this and indeed of the whole geometrical theory of the homography or collineation is given in the Geometria Proiettiva degli Iperspazi by Bertini (1923) . I am grateful to Mr W. L. Edge for bringing to my notice several of the geometrical references.
In what follows I work systematically with a matrical analytical geometry, a medium which seems to be the natural link between the algebra and the geometry. I have introduced a word 6 medial' for the important self-dual space midway between a point and a prime in space of odd dimensions, and have found it most convenient in practice. I have also used the word 'reflexion' rather than 'projection' for the two processes denoted by -> and since they are generally employed alternately, and also because the double-headed arrow process is usually not a one-to-one correspondence.
M edial spaces
1.
In odd dimensional space [2 k -1] linear spaces [AE -1 that of being self-dual. For this reason it is desirable to give them a special name, and I propose to call them medial spaces or briefly medials. Thus a point is a medial on a line, a line is a medial in a plane, and a plane in [5] , and so on.
Two medials A and C ,which have no point in commo that every point of space Analytically let {x,y} = { x vx 2 , . . . , x ...,y k} (1) be the homogeneous co-ordinates of a point of 1], referred to the medials and as basis: that is to say, let any point of A be given by 0}, and any point of by {0, Here x is to be regarded as a column vector of k components, as also while {*, denotes a column vector of all 2k components in the above order. We shall call { at, the matrical co-ordinates of the point referred to the basis C. This basis is one of 2kCk ways of dividing the simplex of reference into tw of kp oints. In what follows, the matrix notation will be systematically used.
By is the parametric form of the co-ordinates of any point on this medial. It is useful to write \oc{Bl6, B2 (6) to denote Ba s the locus of the point when the parameter varies over its range of values. The same notation is also useful when the parameter enters to higher degree and the locus is curved.
If both B x and B 2 are non-singular, no solution of = 0 or -0 exist 6 -0. Hence no point of Bi s common to A or T hat is, B is skew to both. On sol x -B x6 we then have 6 = B t ]x,which is equivalent to a change of simplex medial
A .If also we write y -B26, 6 = B 2]y we can expres collinear points a, b, c, belonging respectively to A, B,
by the vectors {0,0}, {0,0}, {0,0},
where 6 -{dx, d 2 , . . . , 6k).
axp
will be that of the locus ffl which consists of all points in the variable straight line abc, given by (7), for all values of the parametrical vector 6. In full this equation yields the system xx x2
= p y\ y 2 yk a '
which is evidently the locus of the point {p O , a d } for all values of the Thus we can write E : loc [p6, (10) This locus is a scroll,in the sense that it is generated by the oo1 linear spaces each of which is given by a value of p: a.These spaces are dete tions ax{ -py( of (9), and are therefore medials. They are often called generators; but they stratify the figure, so to speak, and will here be referred to as the of M. They include A ,B and C in particular. Each point of lies in one stratum (as the linearity of (10) implies), and no two strata have a common point. Any three such strata deter mine the scroll.
Simultaneously the scroll is generated by the oo^-1 straight lines, each of which is given by (10) with a fixed 6a nd a varying These lines, which directrices, will here be called the generating lines of From (10) it follows that each point of 0% lies on one generating line, and that no two such lines have a common point. The line joining two distinct points {x,y} and {x' ,y'} must either lie in a stratum or coincide with a generating line, or meet nowhere else. This follows from (10) by finding the condition for the point {vx- \-v'x'} vy-\-v' y'} to lie on Any point of 0 %i s specified by the generating line and the stratum which mee the point. We may speak of the totality of strata as the , and that of the generating lines as the regains of 0$ . When -2 the scroll is a xly2 -x2y l t for which the stratification is a second regulus; but this symmetry is lost in higher dimensions. In [5] the strata are planes and the regulus consists of go2 straight lines. Also the locus 0% is now ( k >2 ) the com Qij,xpyj -Xjyt. Each of these is a quadric primal cone of rank four and signature zero (in the real case), as four effective co-ordinates are involved. Any A;-1 linearly in dependent among the %k{k-1) cones A will determine the scroll. The strata relate the points of any two generating lines in a (1,1) correspondence, and conversely these lines relate the points of any two strata in the same way. Any four strata meet each generating line in four points having the same cross-ratio. In particular, one of the six cross-ratios for the four strata
By the line x is meant the generating line which passes through these points.
Change of basis
2. More generally let A -{Al} A each of these six matrix components is of order Each matrix C will then be of rank k .Let x,y, z denote any three points in them respectively. Then co-ordinates of these points will be Ax,By, Cz as in § 1 (5). Furt
will hold if and only if these three points are collinear, as is apparent when this is written out in full. Alternatively, we may write two equations
A\X-]r B xy -\-C\Z
involving six kx km atrices and three column vectors each of components, i one with three 2 kx km atrices and the same vectors.
For example: The matrical equation
specifies that three points x, y, z, which lie respectively on three lines thro points a, a ' and b,b' and c,c' of [3] space, are collinear. co-ordinates of the point a referred to any tetrahedron of reference for [3] , while -q and x2 are the binary co-ordinates of a point on the line aa! referred to a and a' as base points of reference.
From two such equations (2) we may eliminate either or or z very readily. For assuming Cx and C2 to be non-singular we have
Cx lA xx + C x lB xy = -z =
where 
The word primal has already become attached to n-dimensional loci of any order in [rc + 1] This relation is no longer necessarily symmetrical, and, as we shall see, will lead by its lack of symmetry to the minimal indices in the case of a singular matrix pencil. We note that, for a given point a of A ,there may be an infinity of points d of for which ad meets C.When all such points of D in line with a and a p together with all the points which are common to and let the resulting locus in C be called
Ca. We shall express this by -> Z) Cti, or briefly a-^Ca.
If both ca nd c' belong to Ca so must the line Consequently Ca is a linear subspace of C.This Ca is called the reflexion of a through to Similarly c-^D -^A c gives the reflexion Ac of to When all possible positions of a within line with some point of Da nd some point of the three points being distinc is again a subspace AD of A .This is called the total reflexi the total reflexion of Do n to C. Finally, when a describes a locus or region 0 of the aggregate of distinc all the Ca will form a region of C, and we shall call this the reflexion of (j) through to
When no such region exists the result is written
For the general position of the [r-1] space Z), the dimensions of these reflexions Ca, C^, Cd are quite complicated. But when is a medial, such as which is skew to both A and Ct he reflexions are related in (1,1) correspondence. For example then identical with A.
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T he matrix pencil
3.
The usual theory of a single k x km atrix, or a pair of su such, is comprised in the study of the pencil This pencil will be represented geometrically by the locus of the point
which is the space Dr eferred to the basis of the strata of are given by A -XA + A'C and -----+ where the fo are scalar and such that X p ! X ' p( otherwise the strata coincide). Also if {£, matrical co-ordinates of a point {#, y]referred to C as basis o the relation Ax-j-CyAg-j-Cy,that is
for £, y in terms of the original co-ordinates. Hence will now be partitioned into {AD l +pD2,X'Dl -\-p'D2} -{Z^, Z)2}, and the pencil will become where
But this, which also occurs in the algebraic theory of a matrix pencil will evidently represent a system of m linear homogeneous equations in the and and it will have nl + n2 -r non-zero linearly independent solutions. In each such solu tion both x and y are n o n -z e r o : else, if y = 0, x # 0 then -0, where that is, all x would vanish, which is a contradiction. Similarly for any number of such partitions of a matrix by columns.
Using this principle for the case when nx -n etc. = />, we may of § 2. For consider the matrical equations Richardson (1928) and applies to any number of such right-(or left-) handed matrical linear equations. Also the corollary to the theorem on rank affords a ready means of representing the double sets of spaces, which generalize on the double-six of lines, and which have been established by T. G. Room (1929) .
In the third equation (2) v ...,u k,v l,v 2, are the 2k co-ordinates dual to those of a point. The point lies on the prime if
Manifestly the row vector [0, v ] 
gives the prime co-ordinates of the same stratum : of so that the tangential (or prime) equations of 01
which reproduce the form of the point equations ( §1 (9)). Just as a point which lies on any stratum belongs to 0t,so we say that a prime which contains any stratum to E . It is readily seen that such a prime contains one and one stratum only of A. And just as 01 is the locus of the point {px, a x for va also it is the envelope of the prime [au, -p u \ for varying p : and u\
For a fixed ratio p:a we obtain the same stratum from either locus or envelope; but with a fixed ua nd varying ratio we obtain a generating secundum G, that is, a [2^ -3] which meets each stratum in a [k-2] . This is the dual of the generatin meets each stratum in a point.
For example, when k -3, the medials are planes in [5] . The strata of are pla the gg enerators are lines which meet each stratum in a point, while the generators are [3]'s which meet each stratum in a line.
This can only happen if the determinant | 1 vanishes. When is a medial which meets neither A nor C,this determinant gives a binary A -in k roots. In general a medial therefore meets 3% in k separate points situated upon separate strata and separate generating lines. Hence the locus M is of order k. It is also of dimensions, since it is the locus of oo1 [A-l ] 's; so that it is classified as a V\.
But it is also of c l a s sA , that is, a given medial in general position lies in exa primes which belong to M. For, instead of taking a matrix, we may take its transposed kx2k type^ -I/M 2 J (7) with a pair of kx kc omponents Ax and A2 independent primes and therefore a medial A common to all. This medial is
where
is a set of parameters. Also the prime belongs to if it is identical with the prime
Hence | pA1-\-aA21 -0, which in general has just k solutions for Hence the scroll M is of class k. Allowing for all possible ranks r ,where 0 < r^A , the matrix space, that is, a medial or else a higher dimensional space. If r = 1 it represents a prime. Thus the pencil of Ax A matrices D----posed form A = XAl -\-pA2 to the primary, space. The scroll M and A, C are the same for each.
Subordinate duality
6.
It will be seen that the duality of points and primes in 1] induces a duality also within the space [A-1] of each medial. Thus an arbitrary prime whose co ordinates are [u , v] for three such primes ot, /?, y respectively which are coaxal, and therefore have G in common. Also this Gw hich is a generating secundum of M meets e in a prime (within the medial) of parameter u. We may exhibit this feature by the reflexive arrow notation o t->/?-> y or briefly ->7.
Also if, as above, A is any primary space contained by the prime whose matri A 1} A2 are the transposed form of D x , D 2 , we can write
for three primes a , 8, y which are coaxal; and also < x^8^y or briefly a->y, where the double arrow has specific reference to this matrix The single arrow will always refer to reflexion through while the double arrow always refers to Do r A . The former is a (1,1) correspondence: the latter is not necessarily so. A ,f or which there will be in general k latent points ae a of where a and coincide, and the broken line abed becomes the straight axbxcxdx. Hence there are exactly kl ine transversals of four medials in general, w meet Di n the kp oints dx, in fact where the scroll M, defined by C, meets This gives an alternative proof that M is of order Again the cross-ratios (^a^aG^a) on these transversal lines must evidently be projective invariants of the four medials.
These ideas and results were given by M r J. H. Grace (1929) 
With the canonical forms (7,0), (7,7), (0,7) for three skew medials B, C and the general form (7)l5 D2) for D, we at once obtain
where necessarily px -D26, in order to make the point the same, whether obtained from a bo r from ad. The scalar factor p} which must be non-zero, can then be merged in the homogeneous co-ordinates xt of x.
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This gives Grace's collineation between -xa nd £ in the form
in terms of the parameter 6. Incidentally this form is applicable for all D, whether medial or of lower dimensions, and whether skew or otherwise. If, however, D is skew to A ,t hen the matrix must be of full rank 2 k ,so that its determinant | | is non-zero and is non Also 6c an then be eliminated, and we have the explicit form
Furthermore, by a change of the frame of reference within we may absorb D 2 in the co-ordinate system and take {Dxx, y} for the typical point of The collineation within A is now given by £ = D x .Conversely, any collineation between two points of A is capable of the form (4), to which a definite space belongs. T his proves the following theorem:
T
heorem 2. Any point-to-point collineation within a space \n\ can be constructed by Grace's method of transversals across any two further spaces \n\ and a suitably chosen fourth space of the same or lower dimensions, all four spaces being skew to each other but situated in Again if
Di s skew to C, D x must be non-singular and
and, if Di s skew to both A and C ,t h Again, if # is a latent point then yx -Hx, where is a collinear range of points, on A,B, C, D respectively, is now {#,0}, {x, x}, {0, *}, {jux,x}.
But these four points have a cross-ratio y ,and this applies any non-zero scalar multiple pH of the matrix gives the same collineation of* and § in homogeneous co-ordinates, the cross-ratio for each different transversal will be equal to py, where// is the corresponding latent root. This proves the following theorem :
T heorem 3.
Each transversal line of the spaces A, B, C, D meets A at a latent point of the collineation; and one of the six cross-ratios of the four points of intersection of the transversal line with A, B, C, D is proportional to the corresponding latent root.
Corollary. The same collineation can be interpreted as a one-to-one relation between the generating lines x, E , of the scroll M. The latent lines are those which meet the space D, and their cross-ratios are the corresponding latent ratios (i.e. ratios of latent roots).
This corollary seems to provide the closest geometrical interpretation for the alge braic theory of a matrix pencil.
Group of collineations derived from four medials
8.
When A, B, C, D are four medials in general position, that is, skew to one another, b o th //a n d H 1 exist, and no latent root can vanish. There are clearly 24 collineation obtainable by permuting the order of the four medials. Let (1234) denote the above case of a collineation from a to a' in A, hinging on C, and having a matrix H. Reference to the figure shows that (1432) would also hinge on C but would reverse the order, a' passing to a with a matrix H 1. O f the six permutations (1 ijk)three move to a new point in , and thre new point back to a. It is straightforward to verify that the results are as follows:
1324) the collinearity conditions are
which yield {*, 0}, {*,*}, {0,*}, {Hd, 0}, {£, 0} for the five points , b, d, a". For bda" to be in line, take x -6 and £ -( / -//) x on using (2), which agrees with the above table.
Each matrix is a scalar function of H, and thus provides a simple instance of Sylvester's theorem, that the latent root of f(H ) is f(fi) when that of H is ju. O f course takes each of the ko r less values belonging to H in each of the above collineations. Each of the six modes of the matrix gives rise to four collineations, one upon each medial. For example, the matrix //belongs to the set (1234), (2143), (3412), (4321).
All 24 collmeations have the same set of transversals to determine their latent points and roots. The symbol (ijkl) for a collineation has been chosen to agree with that of the cross-ratio of any four collinear latent points, one on each medial.
The actual number of transversals depends on the character of and therefore on the position of D with reference to the medials B and C and their associated scroll 9t. 
induces a dual form of collineation
This means that, as x varies over the prime m , £ varies over v. The primes u and v are therefore related by the original collineation in the manner (2). This form is applicable even when D x and D2 are singular.
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We may reach the same result by starting with five primes a, /?,y, AE containing the medials, A, B, C, C' , Dr espectively, and such that y-5>-ytf-»
so that a/?y are coaxal and so are ocSy'.This sets up a colline primes y and y'of C,say [m, 0] and [v, 0] , which meet the medial u and v.The whole relation between ua nd is then
which is satisfied when
From this parametric form of the collineation between and we deduce the form In general there are kd istinct positions of in for which and v coincide, an do Ga nd G' . They answer to the latent primes of the collineation and to coaxal sets < xj(, /?/(, y , and to a dual form of theorem 3.
Geometrical constructions of collineations
10.
Before considering the bearing of this on matrix theory, let us notice a few particular consequences.
(1) Three pairs of points x, £ ; on the line.
To construct it take any two further lines and in [3] which are skew to each other and to A .Then draw the transversal lines , , , and thus obtain three lines £z, £'z', £"z". Any transversal Do f the latter completes the figure fr number of further pairs of points x, £ of A can be found. Also the four l then have two transversals, the ratio of whose cross-ratios will be constant for all the oo1 positions of D ,and will be equal to the latent ratios of the collineation. The oo1 of positions Dw ill be a regulus of a quadric surface. (4) Given n + 2 pairs of corresponding points x, £ in to find the collineation and its latent ratios, proceed similarly by constructing one of oo1 medials from three skew medials in [2 n + 1] derivable from the given pairs of points.
(5) The above theory is also that of two scrolls E and which have a distinct pair of strata A and C in common. One is defined by B, C, and the other by D, C. (6) The scroll M is its own polar reciprocal with regard to each member of the quadric pencil x'x -Xy'y.
For this pencil is Ex\ = XLy]and the result follows f forms x:y = constant and u:v = constant, for the equations of M.
Classification of a collineation
11.
The general matrix pencil pDl -\-aD2 of rows and columns can now be inter preted in terms of the scroll M( defined by the medials and the space 248 H. W. TURNBULL ON THE GEOM ETRY OF M ATRICES latter being a [A/] with k'< k. Such a matrix pencil is known to be capable of the canonical form pDx
where Lt denotes a non-singular core, Mm a singular matrix of row dependence, Nn one of column dependence, and 0 a zero matrix. Various cases arise according to the presence or absence of one or other of these four parts. First let Lt only occur. According to the theory of Weierstrass (1868) the non-singular core then consists of, say, h isolated latent matrices: that is
with et rows and columns, and with cup-{-a occurring ei times on the diagonal, p occurring once less on the over diagonal, and zeros elsewhere. This linear expression a/? + < 7 is a factor of the characteristic determinant | pD | o f the this non-singular case, the determinant satisfies the relations
Also 
of the type
In fact the first êc o-ordinates xi f and also the firs coefficients of pa nd a respectively in Lei6, since -pD1-\-aD2, where is a comple set of kp arameters which includes 0o, 0 j. Similarly for each new parameters dp until all the Hei --ocd0Ũ J * By identifying (6) and (7) we obtain all possible points common to and E . It follows that, within each set of ei columns, corresponding to an elementar therefore to a 0, there is exactly one common point, given by #o^O, Q. = 0, r> 0 .
For the first elementary divisor we may take the point to be straightforward. The case el -1 has for its a single column
namely, sx a point of the stratum S,which coincides with ratio a: 1 defines this stratum, the possibility of being the stratum is excluded, pen to be C, with cl -0.
In the regular* case, when algebraically there is just invariant , each belongs to a distinct value of c l,s o that Dm eets ^ at In the irregular case, let exactly q of the initial parameters which satisfies both (6) and (7). This space will lie in the stratum a, and can only meet this stratum in this space.
It is now possible to describe the meeting of and in terms of the Segre charac teristic (5), which is best written as a matrix of positive integers eU e\2
where the hi ntegers ex, ..., eh are now arranged in rows and columns, ea being associated with a particular value of a. Within each column the elements are arranged in descending value. The lengths of the rows and of the columns diminish (if necessary) from above to below and from left to right respectively, so that the non-zero portion of S' forms a tableau, whose shape is rectangular or else is bounded o the right and below by a zigzag edge.
In this notation the matrix pencil has q invariant factors, one for each row of F, each such factor consisting of the product of the distinct elementary divisors represented by the row. 
H. W. TURNBULL ON THE GEOM ETRY OF M ATRICES number of distinct linear factors otp + a of \ pDl -\ -|. D meets M in a \ff -1], w h e r e q ' is the number of different elementary divisors associated with this latent root oc.
The particular form (3) above depends on the non-singularity of that is, on the failure of Dt o meet the stratum A .Were identically, a change of basis to a new A ,distinct from made before reducing the pencil to the above canonical form. The condition (4) is, however, characteristic of the non-singular case, and the above integer is essentially finite.
12.
When any exponent et exceeds unity several intersections of D with M have evidently coincided, and Dm ay be said to have fold contact with M, w This may be interpreted geometrically as follows:
Let a c 0 s{ denote those points of the strata A, C, S which lie on the generat line g{ (as given by the vanishing of all < j > except A in §11 (6)). Also = 0 for a,., A = 0 for c{, A = pf or b{ and A :p = a,: 1 for §.. Further, let A^k ^ denote the space defined by, and containing, the independent points < 2,-, t t j , a k, .... Similarly for the other spaces. Finally, let dt denote that point of for which all 6e xcept ^•_1 vanish in § 11 (7). When alone is non-zero there is a po d\ coinciding with sY ; but when 0Q ,6X alone ar from which we infer at once that the point of A is in line with any point § of the line Sl2 and d of the line D l2. Conversely, since ... all vanish, the only points and j of Da nd Sr espectively, which are in line with of must lie on the lines Z>12 and Hence ( §2 (9)) the point ax is reflected through to the line namely, Again, when all 6 except dl9 02 vanish we should obtain a plane D 123, a plane ^123, and a line A l2, such that any point a of Dj23 and so n S*123. And so on.
Now suppose that
Dm eets & at a point dy {e = p + 1> 1). Then dx is s1 a point of the stratum which may be r g e n erato rs through B to ax of A ,and thence through D to and th B to A, and so on alternately. The result will be = ai~^$12-^A l2->Sl23->A123. . . Sel-> where Sei= Sl23i The process will terminate at the stage since the param eter 6 + does not exist in the matrix 6p to provide a further point so that the p thereafter merely repeat the 6th spaces of S and identically. 
This is the sum of two matrices, each of columns,
Hence the given point dl common to D and E defines uniquely in a point al9 a line through it, A 12, a plane through the line, A123, and so on until a [/ Sw ill have a chain as before, but these chains will not necessarily have the same length, and it remains to examine them.
For example, let exactly three indices of belong to the root a, and let the corre sponding part of Db e given by
C C t Oq T ^\~f* ^2, T ^3, G Ĝ3 T $45
-e0i o1 9 o2, 03, -^168 = ^168 ^ -^168 ^12678 ^12678 ^123678 ^123678 234678 1234678'^' *^81 A 81' (^) Thereafter the sequence is stable. These terms are derived as in § 12 by adjoining a new non-zero set 0i 3 Q\, ... at each double-arrow stage (i -1,2 ,...) until the parameters exhausted. The process therefore determines the nest of spaces T 168, T 12678, A123678, but not the precise positions of the points al 3 ..., Now consider the tableau x x x x x X X .
which is constructed columnwise by placing 3 marks in the first column, 5 marks in the first two, 6 in the first three, 7 in the first four and 8 in the first five, according to the numbers of suffixes in successive A 's.As a result the nu are 5, 2, 1, which are the indices of the elementary divisors, as shown by the structure of the matrix (1) with its five, two, and single column blocks 0". But this feature is true in general and gives the values of the indices for the elemen tary divisors belonging to one stratum, by counting the marks on the rows of the tableau. For the shortening of the columns is due to the falling out of the second-term parameters in the top row of (1), so that, for instance, the third mark in the second column fails since no &{ is present, and the absence of shortens column 3.
In general therefore Dm eets a stratum S of in a 1], let us say S^.
reflexions in
Ba nd Dr espectively this gives
where either set { A sa nd (tfj is a nest of spaces each of which is contained by its cessor. From the dimensions of either, say, jq -1, 1, ..., we form the first differences §i, e2, ...; that is ei ~ vi> e2 = v2 -vx , ..., q. = r. -y._l5
The manner of generation shows that they satisfy the relations 6 i^e 2^e 8^....
We then construct a tableau whose columns are of lengths 6^, . 
defined analogously to those of (3), but with one set £ or £' or £" for each block 6, 6", of Db elonging to the same root a. We assume columns of (6) to belong to £, e2 to e3 to etc., where ex^e 2^e 3. As in (3) each point is here stated by giving the k parameters e = {d0,d x,...,d ei,d'0,...,d'e2,d i . ..} particular values £r or zero, as shown. Proceeding as before, we find that the p .s.m. of any point ^ will meet Da t a point, of param eter such that Hence, by taking the A to be the ^ of 8X, we find that is the locus of intersection of Tx and D ,with the £l3 £(, £* of the leading columns arbitrary. Similarly for $3 from AE 2, with £2, S , §2 arbitrary.
As in (5) above, the process alters as soon as a M reaches the end of its block. Since £i^2=^3 this happens first for at the point ^ . If therefore ^V O , st// earlier 6's of (7) would vanish for the next successive 8. Since are absent f they alone, are arbitrary in the new 8' , that is, AE +1 -Also the locus of 8X is an [e1 -1] where is the number (three in the illustration (6) of blocks <9, while the locus of each subsequent F-has the same number of arbitrary constants with a set of non-zero fixed constants. This gives an [e j. qae .d.
Allowing for repetitions of indices let
e,e', ... and values of the e, and q in the partitions ( §13 (7)) arranged in descending order. The tableau, for example, 1 2 3 4 5 x x x x x 6 7 x x (8) 8 x will now give the partitions {ee e"} = {521} and {ee'e"z} = {3213} by rows and By taking all the £ of zero suffix, in 8X ,and allowing them t starting from the right we obtain the following result: This is a rational normal curve of order e with param eter v and fixed a. The values of T, dr/dv, \d 2rjdv2, etc., at v = 0 give the points represented by the successive rows of (1). But the first row denotes the point dx: hence the first two give the tangent line, the first three the osculating plane, at dx; and so on until the final row gives the point aei so that all e + 1 rows give the space [e] containing r . Hence in the regular case there is one such curve for each distinct latent root a at an isolated contact of D and St. The curve meets each generating line an point only.
When two invariant factors exist D meets a stratum S' on a straight line, and this gives rise to a ruled surfaced upon the scroll. For example, in the case D is given by H + # i , ^i + 0 2, o02. < + o [ , os;, e0, s" e2, So', s;),
which meets S ti n a line dx d4 consisting of points of index 2 and one exceptional po of index 3. Corresponding to this is the surface
where v and the ratio u: w are the two parameters of the surface, while a is surface evidently lies on St since all xi\yi = Thus it meets each stratum where v = constant, in a line, since vF is linear in u and w. Also it contains oo1 normal curves which are cubics (u. w constant) and one conic [u -0). Each of these directrix curves meets each generator (») of the surface in one point. As in (1), the points given by^F and its successive derivatives with regard to va t 0, a polar chain which defines an osculating system for the directrix curve through the initial point d (u:w = constant). The order of the curve is the index of the initial po
There is one such surface j V for each distinct latent root whenever there are two invariant factors of D.
For the case of three invariant factors a twisted solid JT is taken, consisting of oo2 directrix curves T lying on A and meeting each stratum in a plane; and for q invariant factors coq~l such curves meeting a [<7-1]. The construction of for these cases is obvious. Perhaps the most interesting geometrical case is when all the indices are equal.
For example, for the characteristic ( (222))
which is a surface of 00 2 conics in [11] each meeting the plane tif1ti?3</5 = / ) 135 in one point. The tangents to the conics at these points, which fill the plane, relate it to another plane D 246, each tangent constituting a chain of length 1 (and index 2). Such tangents form a stratified locus such as M but in the subspace [5] , that is in the medial D.
T he singular case
16. We now suppose that the matrix pencil pDl -\-(rD2 = diag (Zz, involves the singular matrices Mo r TVor both. More expressly (Turnbull & Aitken 1932) 
where each submatrix is of one or other type
with m, columns and mt + 1 rows, and «,.+1 columns and nt rows respectively. Further more, Mm must have m columns and m+p rows, while TV must have n-\-v columns and n rows. Evidently
so that the whole matrix pDl -\-aD2 in its canonical form has l + m + n + v non-zero and independent columns, that is a column-rank r, where
while the row-rank r 'i s given similarly by I -/+m+n+yK<A;.
Hence also Di s a punctual space [A:'] , where = r -1, or else, as we shall see in §20, is a primary space [A"], where k" = r' -1. Proceeding as before we now find that the co-ordinates {x, y} of a point of D are given by three types of matrix <9, S, W, corresponding to the Z, As, TV; namely, 
where the leading zero of the lower line and the final zero of the upper line in each <?,. is essential. In all these A+/*+f submatrices the sets of parameters are entirely distinct. Each O, has its parameters, giving a total of I for the non-singular core: each has mi9 and each Wi has ^.+ 1: in all m and nr espectiv of 6i n the usual D26 } are these if necessary by k -r zeros. The points common to Da nd can be found as before, by equating piece by piece: that is, the upper and lower rows of (7) 
Assume one or more Wi to occur, else no new feature arises. Since will now meet e stratum, we can take
St o be the stratum C (a = 0) without loss of generality. The t meeting Co f Dw ith Ci s then comprised in the blocks (9 and
On putting all the parameters of the upper rows equal to zero we have and the first 6 and last f of each such block, alone non-zero. All such ilrn therefore give the meeting of Dw ith C.Proceeding as before we obtain as C/(Q , and then C from the corresponding parameters, and and so on. The result will be a tableau which specifies the exact number of blocks (9 and X F, and the indices eo r n, and the length of a chain initiated by any given point of C ; but it will fail to distinguish between the two types (9 and or the indices and But on taking TA o, the meeting of Dw ith we may derive anothe
in just the same way, which will specify the corresponding blocks and belonging to A .From the nests (A ) and (TA ), so derived by the two processes (1) and (3), we can then select the common nest (Av), that is, the set of spaces common to corresponding members of the two nests: and the common nest will provide the tableau belonging to the W alone. 
Here Dm eets Ca t Cj78 only, as given by 0O , f 2i : and meets at T 368 as given by 0q, i/r0,t Jtq. The reflexive operations then givê 1 7 8 -^1 7 8^ ^12768 ^1 2 7 6 8 ^*12768 e t c . , ĵ 3 6 8 ^3 6 8 ^3 4 6 7 8 ^34678 ^3 4 5 6 7 8 C t C . J both having become stabilized. The first set gives a nest of spaces A178, T 12768 with a tableau * * , obtained as before by counting the suffixes by columns. The second gives XXX the nest T368, T34678, T 345678 with the tableau * * . The lengths of rows give the ex ponents 2,2, 1 of ea nd n for C ,and 3,2, 1 of (say) and for But t nests yields first a single point a8 from T 178, T 368 and then a plane from pair, and thereafter nothing new. This common nest segregates the singular with a tableau x or g , from the remaining row * x of and x x x of showing that has one exponent e = 2, A has one e' = 3, while two i These indices nt which specify the precise type of meeting between and the whole set of strata are called after Kronecker the minimal indices of column dependence.
32-2
In the case when the stratum A has no non-singular meeting with the process (3) yields the minimal indices at once as the row-partition of the tableau for (^4A ). Also, to find each set of non-singular exponents e ,t he proces the h strata Si n turn. It should be remarked that any further blocks belonging to strata distinct from or C,as well as any of the O, have no effect upon the nests obtained in (1) the former to be read by columns from the left, and the latter by columns from the right. The marks on the rows may be moved horizontally like beads on an abacus. Marks belonging to A and Ca re arranged in separate rows and colu C right; while those belonging to Na re pushed home to the lef right under C .In general the schemes are
where TA is the tableau for the one or more blocks belonging to while the accented Tc, Tn are right-tableaux for C and N, and TN is the corresponding left-tableau for Had 0i n (4) belonged to C ,with 6ql eading off on the lower ro 2 1 5 4 3' columns, read respectively from the left and from the right, then indicate the nests of spaces (TA) and (CJ derived by the above reflexive processes; but, for this purpose, T pm ust be regarded as out of action in the left, and TA in the right, tableau. If * and y are two points chosen from the first column of they must manifestly occupy different columns in T p ,unless they belong to rows of equ elements xa t the left end of the shortest rows of TN will therefore appear in a later column of TN (read from left to right) than the of a longer row. (Cf. = 8, -6 in the illustration.) But the first column of JT represents while the first, the first two, the first three, etc. columns of f , read from right to left, represent the successive members of the nest ( C f .H ence the first points of the spaces of taken ascending order, to lie in AAq are the x: that determined by the intersection of AA o and (C J .
Thus if there are exactly q least minimal indices there will be q po'n unique [<7 -1] within the stratum A, derivable from the processes such as (5). This singles out for special prominence that oc^-fold directrix belonging to the locus AT, which is of lowest order n{ and which meets each stratum in a [<7-1]. The importance of this directrix was first noticed by Segre (1884a: cf. Edge iqzi).
For example, in (4), nx -2, n2 = 1, so that corresponding to the single W of least order. The locus of is given by the five parameters A, jfrJ, and meets each stratum in a line (y 2). It meets A at the line A 68 (where f x -= f ' l = 0) and C at C78, and is a ruled surface. The 001 directrix c meeting T68 are conics except for a unique straight line f , the generating line of M in fact. r,
Had
Wb een 6 7 " 8 9
, , w ith an extra 9th point its tableaux would have been Lfi jM Ty and all the directrix curves would be conics with no distinctive points on the line A68 which they all meet. Incidentally the above geometrical process throws light on the somewhat obscure algebraical fact that in reducing a matrix pencil to canonical form it is the minimal index of lowest value which first presents itself.
When D has a single minimal index nx and therefore a singl the canonical form of the corresponding space W is explicable as follows: This curve meets two strata A and C in single points ax and say. The os points interlock and at once give rise to chains ... of index nX) where the set c\ is the set cxc2 ... in reversed order. This process fixes the frame of reference which leads to the canonical form of W.It may be verified by the methods of § 15.
For example, if
Ar is a twisted cubic and nx -3, then W is the containing [3] : ax is the point where As cuts A, a2 is where the tangent at ax to As cuts the osculating plane of c[, and a3 is where the osculating plane at ax cuts the tangent at c[: and vice versa. Also c[ = c3, c2 = c2, c8 = cx. Similarly for higher values of nx.
Similar remarks apply to the general case of several indices n{. The interlocking of osculating systems of A and C determine the intermediate points of the canonical frame.
Minimal indices of row dependence
By transposing the matrix
Dt o A and working with reflexions of p of points we can derive the minimal indices of row dependence for the singular pencil. But it is interesting to derive them directly in terms of points as before; and this is done by starting with the total reflexion of D in either A or C.
In fact, let Ad and Cd be these total reflexions of D; and let Ca be the reflexion of Ad through B to C, so that Ad->Ca. Further, let
Cd=(Ca>Cd)
(1) denote the space common to Ca and Cd when they overlap or coincide. When they have no point common let Cd = 0. It is convenient to denote this geometrical construction of C' d from Ca and Cd by the implication sign D. Thus we shall have the sequenc Cd->Ad->CaD Cd,which may evidently be iterated:
Let this process be continued until either all successive spaces become identical or else are exhausted. In this way we obtain a nest of spaces On combining all these results a nest (Cd) is formed, whose stepwise fall in dimen sions will be entirely due to the 0o f Corollary. By choosing C to be one of the strata which does not belong to the non-singular core of D ,the process gives the set of minimal indices explicitly. For in this case a cannot be zero.
Choice of canonical form
19. At first sight it would seem that this method of total reflexion supersedes the earlier method in giving all information about the exponents q m o re readily even in the non-singular case: but this is not so. The nest terminates with a space (7 which includes those parts of Dg iven by the Wa nd Similarly for any stratum S .Hence the process does not in general locate preci meeting of Da nd Sa lready denoted by S . Both methods of reflexion are in fact re to complete the geometrical theory. where suffixes drop in steps 2,1, so that the tableau is * x, and by the Corollary belongs to the mi alone. This shows that the extra index in the tableau indicates the single By the theorem, any further reflexions of and merely repeat these spaces, which thus form a kind of permanent core to the nests. The extra dimension of A6 is due to the special contact of Do n C. Had both strata and C been chosen fre meetings then their cores would be equal, and related by On taking the basis A ,C free of such meetings we therefore obtain the perman core in either, and consequently the permanent core of which is the part (or whole) of D determined by the complete intersection of and M. Usually this does not account for the whole of Ds ince the part due to the singular S is omitted. This can be found geometrically as follows. Let
Ed enote any subspace of supplementary to E, together define D .Then the total reflexion of must produce nests (Ce) and which retain the minimal indices wr, only. The form S then belongs entirely to the subspace Ew hich breaks up into further separate subspaces Ei of dimensions (mf -1), according to the minimal indices. The canonical form assumed by S is due to selecting appropriate frames of reference within each such If is a single greatest index, the method obtains a unique canonical frame of points dxd2... mi where dx is that single point of Dd erived by the overlap of the nests which initiates a chain of length When q of the are greatest, q of the points are independent and arbitrary within a fixed 
20.
In the Kronecker theory of singular pencils of matrices certain non-zero row and column vectors u and x arise which annihilate the pencil identically: that is u(pDl -{-aD2) -0, = 0, From (2) it follows that within the space there is a prime = ao] which contains E{ for all values of p,a. T hat is, the vectors of apolar given by the tangent primes of a certain cone for whic (3) shows that each of these primes, which belong to, and therefore touch osculates, to a degree mi 3 a certain base curve N 'at the poin This curve of is given by the relations N ' = loc {a£, -lo where i = <rp} (fi = m, .) .
This point 
The condition
Jp+Jq~Yjr -O implies that the cross ratios on the two tr are equal, which holds when either the line touches the quadric E through B and C or else is a generator of E .
